**North Viet MIGs Shoot Down 2 U.S. Planes**

**Reds Say 36 Downed In Vietnam**

LAKSON, Viet Nam (Reuters)—Two Viet Minh fighters Thursday shot down two U.S. planes in the area around Dak To in the Central Highlands, according to a Viet Minh report.

The report stated that the neutralist government of the U.S. had been using the planes to attack Viet Minh forces in the area.

**State News Today**

- **Voters Elect Councilmen Today**
  - **Two Campaign For City Judge**
  - **Teach-In Organized By Faculty**

**Meet Election Hopes:**
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In this special election, the state of Michigan has decided to elect state senators and state representatives. The candidates are running on their own platforms and the campaign has been lively. Full details of the election and voter registration are available in Part B.

**Douglas Against Influence**

**Senator Raps Special Interest Groups**

By C. B. JOHNSON

State Senate Majority Leader Ralph S. Balmer yesterday charged that special interest groups were trying to influence legislation in order to benefit their own interests.

"The time has come," Balmer said, "when we must stand up and say no to the special interest groups that try to influence legislation to their own advantage."

**Goat Gotten, Among Other Things**

Black and White Club held its annual show Tuesday and Sunday. The show included girls piping, horses with riders in native costume, a six-wheeler horse liberty boat, working sheep dogs, the Michigan Ball rooms and a cutting horse exhibition.
For Progressive Leadership: Mrs. Mary Sharp

Can vicious smears win an election in East Lansing?

The State News finds itself the critic of this city in defending the open occupancy ordinance. David A. Cotter, one of four candidates for the East Lansing City Council in today's election, has made unsubstantiated charges against Mrs. Sharp, one of the four candidates for the City Council.

On the same issues, Mrs. Sharp has lost some support from both sides for her stand on the open occupancy ordinance. The only candidate who recognizes the fact that racial discrimination and injustice are pressing problems in East Lansing.

Mrs. Sharp has been referred to as the only candidate who is interested in the community and public service, and high-quality civic leadership. She has demonstrated her ability to make a difference in local government.

The news of this election is difficult to extend unsubstantiated support to either of the remaining candidates.

This type of attack has never appeared in any East Lansing election before. We urge the voters of this city to consider the candidates before they make their votes today.

Two City Council members will be elected from a field of four candidates. Mrs. Sharp is one of the few outstanding candidates in this election.

A member of the East Lansing Human Relations Commission, Mrs. Sharp has made a position on open occupancy clear from the beginning of the campaign. She is in favor of achieving open occupancy through consultation and mediation. She does not support an ordinance at this time, because she believes that it would result in civil disorders similar to those in other cities.
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A member of the East Lansing Human Relations Commission, Mrs. Sharp has made a position on open occupancy clear from the beginning of the campaign. She is in favor of achieving open occupancy through consultation and mediation. She does not support an ordinance at this time, because she believes that it would result in civil disorders similar to those in other cities.
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TOKYO: Minister Tatsuo Hata has reaffirmed that Japan’s autonomy to decide its defense policy will be unaffected even if it becomes a so-called "egalitarian" member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. "It is the most sacred position that we can take as the legal successor to the mandate of the defeated nation," Hata said in a speech before the United Nations Security Council. "It must be answered as clearly as possible: The basic principle will be "self-defense.""

Hungary “Free” 20 Years

Budapest. Hungary marked the 20th anniversary of its liberation from the Nazi tyranny with a military parade and a special session of Parliament. In its address to the new legislature the Prime Minister, Janos Kadar, told the assembled representatives that the party "will take every step to ensure that Hungary remains a truly democratic state." The government's program was described as one of "nationalism without superstition." It also described measures aimed at improving the life of the people and developing the economy as "socialist modernization." The special session opened Tuesday night.

A hotel carrying a little more than a pound of plastic explosive in a small radio. The hotel, in downtown Da Nang, is the largest in the city and many of its occupants are U.S. military personnel. These include a commander of the U.S. Medical Command in Vietnam, including General Joseph J. Collins, and the hotel's general manager, Mr. L. Goodyear. No one was injured in the explosion, which occurred in a room on the second floor. The hotel also contains a restaurant, a bar, and a swimming pool.

Indonesians Caught In Malaysia

Malaysia-Malaysia-Malaysia-Malaysia—Indonesians have been caught in Malaysia's fight against the Communist rebels. The government said that it had arrested about 100 Indonesians, including several who were charged with terrorism. The arrests were made in the state of Pahang, which borders on Indonesia. Several of the arrested Indonesians were said to have been enrolled in a political party that supports Indonesian independence.

Laser May Have Hidden Danger

ANN ARBOR—"New Army-age," as one reporter put it, "is a way of describing these young soldiers." This was the attitude of some at the University of Michigan, which is in the process of recruiting a new chapter of the Gamma Phi Beta sorority. The university's president, Dr. Alfred Newhouse, said that he was concerned about the "social aspects" of the sorority, which he described as "a very attractive and sophisticated group." The university's chancellor, Dr. John Newhouse, also expressed concern about the group's "social aspects," which he described as "a very attractive and sophisticated group.

China in Trouble

Season Run Runs Sees Fencers Split Meets

The split was the fifth such occurrence of the season for State. The losses included the second game of a doubleheader in which only one run was scored. The second inning saw Anderson win the necessary win for his team to stay in the race for the Big Ten title. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power. The Spartans closed out their successful first baseman Jerry Sutton and All-Conference outfielder Joe Porrevecchio but Danny Lmvhiler may have found the substitute for the lessening of hitting power. The state's pitchers have more than compensated for the loss of hitting power.
The men of DELTA SIGMA PHI welcome you to Spring term rush. As you enter the Delt Sig house tonight or Wednesday evening, you will be greeted by one of our many beautiful rush hostesses who will take your coat and escort you to our photographer. A bunny playmate will then pose with you for a free picture which will later be available to you.

You will have ample opportunity to talk with one of the brothers about our fraternity. The casual setting and atmosphere will soon set you at ease. After you have seen the handsome interior of our home, any of the brothers will be more than glad to answer any questions you might have. Whether it is campus participation, social activities, scholarship, Engineered Leadership, Irma La Douce parties, or just plain spirit, the Delt Sigs have it.

If you measure up to our standards of scholarship, leadership, maturity, participation, and spirit; we look forward to meeting you!

Delt Sigs Patronize These Retailers

Larry Cushion Sporting Goods
3020 Vine St. Lansing "Sporting Goods & Trophies"
ED 5-560

Campus Tux Shop
547 E. Grand River Ave. E. Lansing
ED 2-0972

Braun's Barber Shop
Brookfield Shopping Plaza E. Lansing
ED 2-4377

Spartan Texaco
1301 E. Grand River Ave. E. Lansing
ED 2-6166

Bimbo's Pizza
214 N. Washington Ave. Lansing
IV 4-7817

Krauss Sunoco Station
Grand River & Bogue Sts. E. Lansing
ED 7-9320

Clark Super 100 Gas Station
1120 E. Grand River Ave. E. Lansing
ED 2-5437

Crest Laundry
620 Michigan Ave. Lansing
ED 7-0012

Fred Eyer's Steak House
2 Miles North of Lansing on US 27
"Fine Food & Banquet Accommodations"
IV 9-1121

Warren's Pecan Shop
1301 E. Grand River Ave. E. Lansing "Distinctive Dining"
ED 2-2113

University Standard Service
1435 E. Grand River Ave. E. Lansing
ED 2-6879

Daniel's Jeweler
207 S. Washington Ave. Lansing
IV 2-1613

Parker Jewelry
III S. Washington Ave. "Lansing's Trophy Center"
IV 2-6239

Casa Nova #2
211 MAC Ave. E. Lansing
ED 7-1668

Fox's Jeweler's
203 S. Washington Ave. Lansing "Leading Jewelers Since 1917"
IV 2-6239

Fred's Drive-In 
At MSU Since 1923
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**Acting Excellent**

**In ‘Green Eyes’**

Good drawing added to suspense making "The Girl with Green Eyes," running through Thursday at the State, something more than Just a tender love-story. An Irish girl (with green eyes) falls in love with a romantic fixity of his ways conflicts with her youthful exuberance, and he has lost his capacity for such single-minded love as Katie's.

Quite good sequences. When Kate's happiness is at its fullest, she and her lover carry on the same conversation throughout scene after scene with something more suited to his abilities in the future.

It is a simple story, and is tenderly, with touches of poignancy, treated. Good directing added to skillful acting makes 'The Girl with Green Eyes,' more than Just a tender love-story. An Irish girl (with green eyes) falls in love with a man who has lost his capacity for such single-minded love as Katie's.

**Lettier Charges Denied**

He said it is "inconceivable" that any agency of the city government would seriously consider such a proposal. Robert J. Ludlow, a local realtor, said that Cotter's letter was not offered any evidence to prove such a plan was an order. He said it is "inconceivable" that any agency of the city government would seriously consider such a proposal.

**The men of Sigma Chi cordially invite you to Open Rush tonight at 7 p.m.**

**TAU DELTA PHI**

The brothers of Tau Delta Phi invite you to accept the challenge of developing character and dynamism with the newest member of the fraternity system.

Open Rush will be held tonight and Wednesday, April 8, and 7, from 7:00 to 10:00 in the Union sunporch.

**For rides call 353-1840**

**SIGMA NU**

**Thank You**
On WKAR

Monday—AM

[ Uhr: 6:00 AM, "Music Backgrounds"

[ Uhr: 6:15 AM, "World of Children"

[ Uhr: 6:30 AM, "Good Morning"

[ Uhr: 6:45 AM, "The Morning Hour"

[ Uhr: 7:00 AM, "News Roundup"

[ Uhr: 7:15 AM, "Local News"

[ Uhr: 7:30 AM, "National News"

Canadian Sound Set

London. On world's most famous concert hall, the Czech Radio Or Markos performs the symphony of the Czech Radio. On the world's most famous concert hall, the Czech Radio. On the world's most famous concert hall, the Czech Radio.

Wanted: A 'Deputy' Cast

For Bette Davis’s "The Deputy," due next week, auditions will be held. The roles will be filled by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The auditions will be filled by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The auditions will be filled by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The auditions will be filled by Bette Davis and her co-stars.

"Should freshmen use it too?"

A computer program that helps freshmen choose their courses has been developed. The program was developed by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The program was developed by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The program was developed by Bette Davis and her co-stars. The program was developed by Bette Davis and her co-stars.

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

Monday, April 5, 1965
The State News does not permit racial or religious discrimination in its advertising columns. The religion, race, color, or national origin of persons dealing in real estate or other goods or services is not a criterion for their being advertised in the newspaper. When applying for membership in the Michigan State News, the applicant must certify that he or she does not engage in any business practice which may be considered discriminatory.

**NATIONAL WANT-AD WEEK**

**SAVE 555**

A 15 Wd. Ad For A Minimum Of 5.

3 Days For Only $1 Per Day.

**AUTOMOTIVE**

**CHEVROLET** 1961 Bel Air. 4-door sedan. 6 cylinder, standard transmission. One owner. Excellent condition. 372-2567; IV 5-9111.

**OLDSMOBILE** 1961 F-85 "Cutlassed." 351-4730. 5

**THUNDERBIRD** 1960. Dark blue. Low mileage. TL 2-9708. 5


**VOLKSWAGEN 1963**. Sunroof. Automatic. Excellent condition. $1,400. Phone 489-1541 after 6. 5

**VOLKSWAGEN 1961**. Rebuilt engine. Go like crazy! 60 m.p.g. 5


**GREAT LAKES EMPLOYMENT**

SPECIAL INTERVIEW WORK

Openings and Saturdays. Call Mr. Brown, 351-4012 between 10 am & 1 pm. Income of $55 per week. Maintain your studies and still earn income of $2 per hour. Apply at the Waters Edge and Rivers Edge Apartments. Register now for interview Monday-Friday. Downtown.

**E. Lansing Voters**

Today is Election Day. It is the opportunity to eliminate the excessive penalties of Judge William H. McDonald. Voting for Judge William H. McDonald will mean saving $500 a year. If you want to save, vote for McDonald. Call 489-1541 after 6. 5

**ENJOY SPRING, summer terms and fall**

The Waters Edge and Rivers Edge Apartments.

NOW LEASING for SUMMER AND FALL

Some openings available. For 1 & 2 students this spring.

Mike Stitt, mgr.:

ED 2-4432

---

The Story Of Your

STATE NEWS WANT-AD

Presented To Mark

Our Oberscence Of

NATIONAL WANT-AD WEEK

April 5 to 10

---

The story. Begins. With You. Your ad is taken over by Bbara SImon or Steve Frost, our competent copy writers.

---

Three: All Classified Display ads are approved by Jim Bonner, adman, who edits, types and proofs them.

---

Four: After the ad is typed it is sent to one of two printing presses in the East Lansing area. Here Ed Logan, Grand Rapids newspaperman, is checking printing quality on one of the first copies from the press with pressman Richard Reimers.

---

Fires at approximately 7 p.m. the ad is delivered to the advertiser, usually a store by its manager, and checking printing quality on one of the first copies from the press with pressman Richard Reimers.

---

Off the press and into 33,000 homes in the East Lansing area. Here Ed Logan, Grand Rapids newspaperman, is checking printing quality on one of the first copies from the press with pressman Richard Reimers.

---

The Waters Edge And

Rivers Edge Apartments

NOW LEASING for SUMMER AND FALL

Some Openings Available

For 1 & 2 Students This Spring

Mike Stitt, mgr.

ED 2-4432

---

The Story Of Your

STATE NEWS WANT-AD
For Rent
TWO MEN, two-room apartment
CAMPUS, NEAR. Furnished.
For Sale
ONE GIRL with car to share house
ST. A. Single room. Graduate students preferred. 
MEN. UN SUPERVISED. Share unapproved house. 15 rooms. Complete beds for sale. 655-1442.
Wanting to buy house in East Lansing. Phone 6349.
Wanted
FOR RENT FOR SALE
For Sale
Mobile Homes
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
PHOTOS DUE TO DELTA DELTA Tau DELTA 
Cordially Invite You To Attend 
Open Rush Tonight at 7 o’clock.
We’re At 159 Bailey St.
Call ED 7-1721 For Rides.
Are You Looking For Spring Term Books And Supplies?

"Phil Frank Strikes Again"
A collection of great Campus Cartoons
$1.00

Faithful Pens
For Those Long Lectures
Pack of three Pens
$1.00

If You Need Cash We'll Still Buy Your Old Textbooks

We have all of the books and supplies that you'll NEED
And the most complete line of reference books in East Lansing

Agents For The Following Publishers
Academic Press
Addison-Wesley
W.A. Benjamin Co.
Blaisdell
American Elsevier
Holt, Rinehart & Winston
International Textbook
McMillan
McGraw Hill
MIT Press
Prentice Hall
John Wiley
Harper Torchbooks

MSU BOOK STORE
In The Center For International Programs

OPEN WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY 8:30 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M.

Mon., Tues., Fri. 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM